The genetics of inflammatory bowel disease.
The inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) comprise complex genetic disorders, with multiple contributing genes. Linkage studies have implicated several genomic regions as likely containing IBD susceptibility genes, with some observed uniquely in Crohn's disease (CD) or ulcerative colitis (UC), and others common to both disorders. The best replicated linkage region, IBD1, on chromosome 16q contains the CD susceptibility gene, NOD2/CARD15. NOD2/CARD15 is expressed in peripheral blood monocytes and is structurally related to the plant R proteins, which mediate host resistance to microbial pathogens. Three major coding region polymorphisms within NOD2/CARD15 have been highly associated with CD among patients of European descent. Having one copy of the risk alleles confers a 2-4-fold risk for developing CD, whereas double-dose carriage increases the risk 20-40-fold. All 3 major CD variants exhibit a deficit in NF-kappaB activation in response to bacterial components. Carriage of NOD2/CARD15 risk alleles is associated with ileal location, earlier disease onset, and stricturing phenotype. Other IBD genomic regions include IBD2 on chromosome 12q (observed more in UC), and IBD3, containing the major histocompatibility complex region. A short genomic region has been associated with CD on chromosome 5q, but the precise contributing gene is as yet unidentified. The characterization of additional IBD susceptibility genes could potentially lead to the identification of novel therapeutic agents for IBD, make possible a molecular reclassification of disease, and increase understanding of the contribution of environmental factors (notably, tobacco and the intestinal microbial milieu) to intestinal inflammation.